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Monday March 7, 2022 
 

HRPA PROFESSIONAL REGULATION SECTOR WATCH  
 
Below is the March 2022 issue of the monthly Professional Regulation Sector Watch, capturing 
regulatory news hand-searched by the HRPA’s Policy Development Team. 

 

Ontario 
 

College of Traditional Chinese Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists of 
Ontario Winding Down 
https://www.ctcmpao.on.ca/announcements/important-message-from-the-college-feb-2022/  
https://news.ontario.ca/en/backgrounder/1001668/working-for-workers-act-2022#topics 

https://globalnews.ca/news/8654667/ontario-deregulate-traditional-chinese-medicine/ 

 
On February 28, 2022 the Government of Ontario advised the College of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine Practitioners and Acupuncturists that they would be taking steps to wind down the 
College and return acupuncture and traditional Chinese medicine to the public domain, with no 
regulatory body. The government has stated this will reduce barriers to those who wish to work in 
traditional Chinese medicine.  
 
Heather Kenny, the president of Traditional Chinese Medicine Ontario, which represents the 
interests of the profession in the province, said she is stunned by the move. “The reason that we’re 
completely shocked is that there has been no consultation whatsoever on the part of the 
government that they were even considering this move,” Kenny said. 
 
Traditional Chinese medicine and acupuncture are increasingly popular in Ontario, and having a 
regulatory college guarantees certain standards, she said. 
“There’s a guaranteed level of competency, there’s an expected level of patient care, an expected 
level of ethics and there’s also some very strict rules around how you treat patients,” Kenny said. 
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College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario Release New Resource on Culture, 
Equity, and Justice in Occupational Therapy Practice 
https://www.coto.org/news/now-available-culture-equity-and-justice-in-occupational-therapy-practice  

 
The College’s resource is offered in both English and French and is a starting point for the College 
as it begins to help occupational therapists to best apply principles of culture, equity, and justice 
in practice. A YouTube video was also developed by the College on the resource.  
 

Ontario College of Teachers New Council, Committees and Rosters of Panellists 
https://www.coto.org/news/now-available-culture-equity-and-justice-in-occupational-therapy-practice  

 
The College’s new Council, committees and rosters of panelists are the result of its year-long 
transition to a more diverse, efficient and effective governance structure. For the first time in the 
College’s 25-year history, there is an equal number of Ontario Certified Teachers and members of 
the public on Council and on statutory and regulatory committees. Future Council and committee 
members will be appointed based on specified selection and eligibility criteria needed to do the 
job and reflective of diverse geographic, linguistic, and Indigenous perspectives of Ontario. 
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